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Caidanshuo 2.5 for iOS - Instantly Translates English Menus to Chinese
Published on 05/11/16
Creekcats LLC today announces Caidanshuo 2.5, their English to Chinese menu translator for
iOS devices. Caidanshuo displays each line of the original menu with the translation
immediately below it. This offers Chinese travelers an easy way to order food while
visiting English-speaking countries. Anyone can simply take a photo of a menu, crop it,
and then tap "Translate." The results are then displayed, with each line of the original
menu immediately followed by its translation for easy ordering.
Berkeley, California - Creekcats LLC is today proud to announce the release and immediate
availability of Caidanshuo 2.5, their English to Chinese menu translator for iPhone, iPad,
and iPod touch devices. "Caidanshuo" is Chinese for "The Menu Says," which is an excellent
description of exactly what this app does. The app was designed to make ordering as easy
as taking a photo and cropping as needed. It immediately begins translating the menu into
Chinese, resulting in an easily understandable menu to read and order from. The app offers
the translation of over 38,000 menu-related phrases, and makes use of a custom-designed
translation engine.
Anyone can take a photo of an English menu, crop as needed, and tap "Translate."
Caidanshuo can translate an entire column of a menu at once. The results are presented in
an easy-to-read typeface, with each line of the original menu immediately followed by its
translation; the traveler can simply point to what they want to order. Its easy-to-use
interface offers a handy feedback feature, allowing users to offer comments and
suggestions directly to the app's developers.
Features:
* Translates English menus to Chinese, simply using a photo of the menu
* Works without an Internet connection
* Includes over 38,000 menu-related words and phrases
* Displays translated words in a bold font, perfect for older travelers
* Each line of the menu is displayed with its translation immediately below it, so it's
easy to match each item to its translation.
* Saves translation results, so users can easily go back and forth through the pages of a
menu
* Includes a handy built-in flashlight function for use in low-light conditions
* Shares translation results via email or Facebook with an available Internet connection
The idea for the company's first menu translation app, Le Menu Dit, came about during a
trip to Germany by developer Phil Price and his family. A limited German vocabulary and no
convenient way to translate the menu led to a less than satisfactory dining experience for
Phil's group, and planted the seed for his first menu translation app. Upon returning from
their trip, Phil and his two friends, Nathan Addy and Yixing (Ethan) Chen, set to work on
developing the Le Menu Dit app. The response from app users has inspired Phil and his
friends to expand their lineup of menu translation apps, resulting in their latest
release, Caidanshuo.
"Le Menu Dit was well received by users, and we were very happy with the initial
reception," says Phil Price, creator of Caidanshuo. "Our users and some reviewers gave us
so much great feedback, that it inspired us to create versions of the app for other
languages. Our latest app, Caidanshuo, offers Chinese speaking travelers the ability to
order food in native American restaurants, with no fear of a limiting language barrier.
After all, experiencing and enjoying the cuisine of a country you are visiting is one of
the best experiences of international travel."
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Why Choose Caidanshuo?
* The app is designed specifically to make it easy to order from a translated menu: Each
line of the menu is followed by its translation, making it easy to figure out which item
on the original menu corresponds to the correct item in the translation.
* Reliability. The app works very well on most menus, and gives an acceptable translation
on most other menus. The translation is in bold, easy-to-read type.
* No Internet connection is required. Many apps of this type require an Internet
connection, or perform poorly if one isn't available. Caidanshuo's translation dictionary
is all compactly stored on the device, so it doesn't require an Internet connection.
* The app's user interface is designed to be easily understood, so users can easily use it
the first time, every time. Caidanshuo's low learning curve makes it perfect for use by
any user.
Caidanshuo concentrates on doing one task, and doing it well. The app quickly translates a
menu from English to Chinese, and displays the translation in a clear, easy to read way.
This makes it easy for anyone to simply point to what they want to order, making for an
enjoyable dining experience, no matter the language barrier. Menu translation is merely a
matter of point, shoot, crop, and wait a moment for the translation. The app offers much
more reliable menu translations than jack-of-all-trades type translators ever could.
Caidanshuo is based on the same powerful and efficient menu translation engine as
Creekcats other popular menu translator apps for iOS devices, Le Menu Dit (translates
English menus to French), Il Menu Dice (translates English Menus to Italian), and The Menu
Says, which translates French menus to English.
Device Requirements:
* iPhone iPad, and iPod touch
* Requires iOS 7.1 or higher
* Universal Application
* 13.9 MB
Pricing and Availability:
Caidanshuo 2.5 is just $1.99 USD (or an equivalent amount in other currencies), and is
available worldwide exclusively through the App Store in the Travel category. Review codes
are available upon request.
Caidanshuo 2.5:
http://caidanshuo.tech/
Purchase and Download:
https://itunes.apple.com/app/caidanshuo-translates-menus/id1102273829
Screenshot 1:
http://a1.mzstatic.com/us/r30/Purple30/v4/79/48/6a/79486a1b-4218-fd9d-84d4-d9cd6fbd7ecd/s
creen322x572.jpeg
Screenshot 2:
http://a5.mzstatic.com/us/r30/Purple18/v4/61/17/fe/6117fe10-09ae-8ab7-5480-b8732725041c/s
creen322x572.jpeg
Screenshot 3:
http://a3.mzstatic.com/us/r30/Purple20/v4/87/c0/2e/87c02e08-e729-b139-cdc7-a4c3a92844c0/s
creen322x572.jpeg
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App Icon:
http://a2.mzstatic.com/us/r30/Purple18/v4/5c/e2/04/5ce2045f-b49d-d8bddce1-612f8088f34c/icon175x175.png

Headquartered in Berkeley, California, Creekcats LLC was founded in 2013 by Phil Price,
Juliet Lamont, Mary Price, and John Price. The company was born from a desire to create
apps that would make user's lives easier, by supplying tools to aid them in their everyday
lives. Copyright (C) 2016 Creekcats LLC. All Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo,
iPhone and iPod are registered trademarks of Apple Inc. in the U.S. and/or other
countries.
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